Ahstract-Fading correlation is one of the fundamental limits on the performance of multi-antenna systems. Accurate modeling of the angular power distribution (pdf) is essential for accurate prediction of correlation. Previous studies were limited to the case of single-cluster distribution or uniform pdf. Measurements indicate that multipath often arrives in several angular clusters and with non-uniform angular cluster pdf. We hegin with the popular Salz-Winters model and extend it to the case of multisluster channel and to the case of non-uniform cluster pdf. Generic model as well as various approximations, which result in compact closed-from expressions, are studied in detailed. It is shown that the correlation in two clusters channel has an oscillatory behavior as antenna spacing increases regardless of multipath AOA distributions; the envelope of correlation is determined by a single cluster angular spread while the oscillations within the envelope are determined by the inter-clnster angular spread. There exist two type of correlation zeros, which can he heneficially used in system design. The cluster angular pdf has negligible impact on the MIMO capacity and, hence, simpler uniform model can he used without degradation in accuracy.
INTRODUCTION
Understanding of spatial fading correlation is cmcial for accurate prediction of multi-antenna (MIMO) system performance. It is well know that the fading correlation in spatially separated antennas depends on the angular distribution of the incoming multipath [l]. While some special cases of the angular pdf have been investigated [l-71, no detailed understanding of the problem has been achieved so far. Most studies were limited to the case of single cluster with uniform [I-31 or non-uniform pdf [4-71. Only preliminary studies of multi-cluster channels have been reported [3-51. It is important to understand the correlation behavior of multi-clustered channels with nonuniform pdf since measurements of practical channels indicated that multipath often arrives in multiple clusters and with non-uniform angular pdf [6, 7] .
In this paper, we extend Salz-Winters model (single cluster with uniform ndfl to account for more than one derived. A case of two symmetrical clusters is studied in details, including uniform, truncated Gaussian, truncated Laplacian and generic angular pdfs. Using the developed correlation models and the technique presented in [2, 3] , we study the MIMO channel capacity. In particular, we demonsh-ate that the angular pdf has negligible effect on the MIMO channel capacity provided that the distribution parameters (i.e. angular spread and mean AOA) are fixed.
11.

SINGLE-CLUSTER CHANNEL MODEL
In this model, all the multipath components are assumed to arrive to the Rx array within / 2 of the mean angle of arrival (AOA) (see fig. I ) in the horizontal plane (i.e., this is a 2-D model). The AOA probability density function is assumed to he uniform, 
For small angular spread ( I e 1 ), Q, 1 and S, , .
Hence truncating the distribution's tails to -, have negligible effect on the angular spread (as compared to nontruncated distribution). Using the same angular spread for different pdfs, i.e. S, = S, = S, and , = , = / 2 & , and comparing (6), (7) and (Il), one can immediately explain the claim in [4] that the approximation ( 6 ) is slightly optimistic (lower correlation) when compared to the Laplacian distribution and slightly pessimistic (higher correlation) when compared to the uniform one: this is true because the third term in the (6) is larger than that of (7) and smaller than that of (1 I).
We conclude that the assumption of uniform angular pdf does not limit significantly the accuracy of the single cluster angular model. As we have shown above, the non-uniform pdf models (Laplacian and truncated Gaussian) produce roughly the same results in terms of the correlation provided that the angular spread is the same for all the distributions. Intuitively, it can be explained hy the fact that correlation is an integral of the angular pdf (see (2)). Hence, all the local variations in f are smoothed out during the integration and do not affect significantly the fmal result, i.e. this is a second-order effect. Since system performance is not affected significantly when the correlation is less than 0.5 (this is precisely where the difference between the models is the largest), the performance predictions based on different models will he roughly the same (see Fig. 6 ). Similar conclusion has also been obtained in [4] . Since uniform distribution is much easier to work with, it should be used for the system performance prediction, which will not result in significant inaccuracy.
TWO-CLUSTER MODEL
The single cluster channel model has been generalized to multiple clusters [3-51. In particular, [3] has discussed the two-cluster channel model with uniform pdf in details, including case studies. In order to get some insight into correlation behavior of a multi-cluster channel with different AOA pdfs, let us now study the two-cluster model in more detail.
A.
Two symmetric clusters with uniformpdf In this case, the angular pdf can he expressed as (14) and the second-type zeros (bottom) are due to the sinc factor.
The spacing between first-type zeros is dol =1/(2sin ) and it does not depend on the angular spread ; the zero spacing of the second-type zeros is do2 = 1 /( cos ) and it does depend on the angular spread -the larger the spread the smaller the spacing. The second-type zeros are the same as for the single cluster model (see eq. 3). The minimum spacing for the first-type zeros is do,,,, = 1/(4sin ) and the minimum spacing for the second-type zeros is d02,mia = 1 /( cos ) .
B. Two symmetric clusters with Lapiacianpdf
Consider two clusters with equal cluster power allocation and with AOA pdf of each cluster being Laplacian one,
where f L ( , ) is the Laplacian pdf given by (8). Using the same technique as in the previous case, the spatial correlation can he expressed as R z cos zsin g zcos (17) where g z COS is approximated by (1 0) for small angular spread. Comparing (17) and (14), one can see that the approximations for spatial correlation with uniform and Laplacian pdf have the same factor (cosine), which results in oscillations, and different factors that form the envelope: Let us now consider the two-cluster case with equal power allocation (per cluster), 1 1 2 under the same assumptions as above. The correlation is then approximated as where G(x) is still given by (19). Comparing (18) and (20), it is clear that the magnitude of (18) is the envelope of (20).
Hence, for any AOA pdf two clusters produce oscillations in the correlation due to constructive and destructive addition of their individual contributions (i.e. cosine factor in (20)). Hence, the first-type zeros are the same as for uniform pdf (see (14) demonstrated, in a two-cluster scenario with uniform pdf the spatial correlation oscillation effect can he beneficially used to achieve low correlation by setting the spacing d at the first type of zeros d=dol,,, =1/(4sin ) . Here we generalize this conclusion for any angular distribution in two-cluster symmetric model. Some restrictions may apply for setting antenna spacing to achieve zero correlation in 
IV. MULTI-CLUSTER CHANNEL
It is straightforward to extend the results above to a multicluster model. Assuming equal power allocation for all the clusters, the angular pdf can be presented as
where f ( ) is the singleduster pdf when the mean AOA is zero, and , is the mean AOA of i-th cluster. When angular spread of each cluster is small,
where G is given by (19). In the case of Laplacian cluster pdf, it can he approximated by (IO) and in the case of Gaussian cluster pdf it can he approximated by G x expi-( ,x)*/z) V.
MIMO CAPACITY
Using the approach of [2] and the correlation models above, the MIMO capacity can he evaluated. As an example, we consider a two-cluster channel with 20 i.i.d. multipath components arriving at each cluster; = 30' (i.e., symmetric). The transmit array elements are assumed to be uncorrelated -all the correlation is concentrated at the Rx end. The mean capacity of the channel is shown in Fig.   5 . Clearly, given the same parameters (i.e. angular spread and the mean AOA), all the different pdfs result in almost the same MIMO capacity. Comparison with the correlation curve indicates that the peaks of correlation correspond to notches of the capacity and vise versa. Also, the capacity oscillations, which do not appear in the single-cluster model VI.
